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Points   raised:  

1. New   BitcoinZ   webpage  
● Available   in   June!  
● It  will  feature  a  Cryptospedia  section  with  definitions  explained  in  simple  words             

and  providing  useful  guides,  making  the  difference  versus  the  cliché/typical           
cryptocurrency  sites.  The  desired  outcome  is  for  every  Cryptospace  newcomer  to            
feel   comfortable   and   easily   understand   most   aspects   of   cryptocurrency.  

● It  will  employ  a  sophisticated  dynamic  editing  system  that  enables  Contributors  of             
the  btcz  Community  to  change  the  automated  translations,  leading  to  high            
quality  ones  to  over  25  languages,  increasing  the  exposure  of  the  BitcoinZ             
around   the   world.  

● Aesthetically  in  line  with  the  classic  blue  and  orange  happy  look  of  all  the  recent                
BitcoinZ   artworks   in   order   to   make   the   users   feel   safe   in   our   friendly   environment.  

● The  BTCZ  Community  will  decide  if  they  wish  this  site  to  become  the  main  BTCZ                
site,   or   if   they   want   it   as   an   alternative   BTCZ   webpage   parallel   to   btcz.rocks.  

2. New  social  media  platform  for  cryptocurrencies  -  Floyx  -  BtcZ  is  on  it!  Rok  and  Vandar                 
are   managers   of   our   BTCZ   profile!  

● https://www.floyx.com/  
● https://www.floyx.com/profile/bitcoinz/about  

3. Ledger   cold   storage   wallet   option  
● Wallet  compatible  with  Ledger  soon  to  be  released  by  a  freelancer  dev  that  Rok               

hired.  Electrumx  wallet  should  be  completed  this  coming  week.  There  will  still  be              
a  need  for  minor  edits  to  adapt  it  to  Ledger.  With  Electrumx  wallet  we  also  qualify                 
for  a  trezor  wallet,  so  we  should  keep  this  second  cold  storage  wallet  option  in                
our   mind.  

4. Rok’s   Radio  
● Possibility  of  streaming  our  BTCZ  E-meetings  and  setting  up  BtcZ  recorded  ads.             

Also  few  members  are  needed  to  help  run  the  radio,  since  sorting  music  and               
setting  some  interviews  takes  a  lot  of  effort.  So  if  someone  is  available  please               
create  an  account  on  RadioKing  and  DM  Rok  he  will  add  you  as  manager  on                
radio.  

● Potential   linking   it   to   discord   sound   channel?   Is   it   possible?  
5. Lottery   and   its   FIAT/BTCZ   option   -   Bitpaylink.com  

● Bet  the  4  last  digits  of  the  block  hash  and  win  the  main  prize!  Earn  money                 
through  network  marketing.  There’s  a  FIAT/BTCZ  option  already  in  place  if            
anyone  would  like  to  directly  purchase  BTCZ  (avoiding  BTC  intermediate)  which            
is  a  great  option  to  have!  This  FIAT/BTCZ  swap  could  be  added  to  our  PokerZ                
game.  

6. Critical   structural   node   depreciacion/coPay   wallet/blockchain   explorer   update  

https://www.floyx.com/
https://www.floyx.com/profile/bitcoinz/about


● Core   node   required   update   due   to   deprecation   (expiring)   at   around   block   ~598k  
● Marcelus  updated  deprecation  block  height  parameters  to  new  deprecation          

height   of   808252  
● As  of  6/2/2020  (US  dating)  the  new  deprecation  height  will  hit  in  a  little  over  400                 

days;   We   ought   to   have   a   new   update   ~   1   year   from   now  
● Testing   was   conducted   by   Marcelus   and   cryptorex   on:   pools,   explorer,   wallets  
● Testing  passed  and  builds  were  created  for  core  node  2.0.6  that  includes  this              

updated   deprecation   height  
7. Community   paper   update   

● Update   on   outdated   BtcZ   details   (algo,   exchanges,   etc.)  
● cryptorex   to   update   outdated   links   and   details   

8. MinecraftZ  could  use  some  info  spread  in  the  minecraft  communities  to  spread  btcz              
awareness  

9. Voting   security  
● General  discussion  on  how  to  assure  the  voting  is  not  rigged  and  how  best  to                

verify   voting   in   the   future  
10. Recurring   master   node   network   question   in   order   to   secure   the   BtcZ   Network  

● MN   system   improving   network   security   with   minimal   to   none   reward   system.   
● How   about   reaching   out   to   SAFE   or   ZEL   people  

11. Reorganizing  and  protecting  our  Discord  server.  We  should  find  a  way  to  protect  the               
official  BitcoinZ  server  against  spamming  people  and  bots.  There  are  some  options             
available  with  the  reCaptcha  system.  And  it  should  be  used  since  we  have  a  daily  flood                 
of   bots.  

12. New   BTCZ   Wallets:  
● Zepio   BTCZ   Wallet   in   collab   with   ZEL   is   supposedly   being   released   June   2020:  

https://forum.btcz.rocks/t/vaultz-zapbtcz-wallet-proposal/1226/29  
● PlusBit  multicurrency  wallet  proposal  and  required  0.075  BTC  funding  is  currently            

being   decided:   
https://forum.btcz.rocks/t/plusbit-wallet-please-vote/1551  

13. Communication   and   marketing   
● BtcZ  representatives  nomination?  Nominate  through  voting  1-3  for  a  period  of  6             

or  12  months  and  reward  based  on  performance  AFTER  the  period  of             
representation  
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